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Abstract

The process and results of numerical

Monte Carlo simulation of optical

radiation propagation in laser Doppler

flowmetry (LDF) and fluorescence

spectroscopy (FS) channels of a wearable

diagnostic multimodal device are

described in this paper. To achieve the

goal, a multilayer skin model with differ-

ent parameters of blood and melanin content and different distances between

sources and radiation receivers was designed. The changes in the sampling

(diagnostic) volume depending on the anatomical features of the biological tis-

sues, as well as on the technical parameters of the device were shown. Depend-

ing on the scattering media optical properties and the source-detector

configuration of the device, the diagnostic volume can range from 2 to 7 mm3.

The obtained results allow the formation of specialized medical and technical

requirements for wearable multimodal devices implementing LDF and FS

channels.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Microcirculatory-tissue systems are the object of study
for many contemporary optical noninvasive diagnostic
methods [1, 2]. The microcirculatory bed is a complexly
organized system that carries out the exchange between
blood and tissues necessary to ensure cellular metabolism
and removal of metabolic products. And consequently, the
microcirculatory system is the first link that is involved in
the pathological process in various extreme situations. For
example, disturbances in the circulatory system occur in
such common diseases as diabetes mellitus [3, 4], hyper-
tension [5, 6], and coronavirus infection [7].

Laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF) is a noninvasive
method of assessing the state of the microcirculatory
blood flow. This method analyses the back-reflected com-
ponent of optical radiation from biological tissue to mea-
sure microcirculatory blood flow parameters. When
emitted light is scattered by a moving object, the fre-
quency of the probing radiation changes according to the
Doppler effect, with other part of the flux being scattered
from stationary particles the frequency of the radiation
respectively remains unchanged [8, 9]. In studies con-
ducted on the human skin in vivo when both parts of the
photon flux are detected in the photodetector, a photo-
current is generated, the spectral power density of which
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is proportional to the velocity of the red blood cells in the
perfused tissue [10]. The result of LDF measurements is
formed as an index of microcirculation (perfusion) mea-
sured in perfusion (arbitrary) units. The method was first
introduced over 40 years ago and has undergone continu-
ous development since [11].

Fluorescence spectroscopy (FS) is another optical
noninvasive diagnostic technique widely used in clinical
research. This method is based on excitation of fluores-
cence of endogenous and exogenous fluorophores of bio-
logical tissues and recording the emission in the visible
region of the spectrum. This method is highly sensitive
and allows noninvasive diagnosis of oxidative metabo-
lism of biological tissues [12, 13].

To date, many devices have been developed that
implement LDF and FS methods together according to a
multimodal approach or separately, and they are widely
used in scientific research [2]. Unfortunately, the meth-
odological and instrumental complexity of their imple-
mentation, including the mass-size parameters of devices
and the usage of fiber-optic probes to transmit optical

radiation to the skin, hinder a wider implementation of
these methods in clinical practice. Due to the high
requirements for probing and receiving parts of LDF
devices (radiation sources in the form of single-mode
lasers, radiation receivers, delivery, and reception sys-
tems of radiation from biological tissues), there have so
far been very few studies on the possibility of miniaturi-
zation and development of wearable devices [14, 15],
allowing to significantly increase the convenience of their
application and, consequently, expand their field of
implementation in clinical practice. However, due to the
development of miniaturized laser sources (first of all,
vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers [VCSEL]), a signifi-
cant breakthrough has been made in this area recently—
wearable devices “LAZMA PF” (LAZMA Ltd, Russia; in
EU/UK this device made by Aston Medical Technology
Ltd., UK as “FED-1b”) implementing LDF, FS, cutaneous
thermometry, and accelerometry channels, operating
directly without optical fiber and transmitting measure-
ment data to a PC using Bluetooth or Wi-Fi protocols
[16, 17]. The appearance of the wearable multimodal
devices implementing LDF and FS methods is shown in
Figure 1.

These devices are gradually finding their application
in medical practice, especially in the diagnosis of compli-
cations associated with diabetes mellitus [18, 19], hyper-
tension [20], have been tested in the assessment of
smoking status [21], effectiveness of drug therapy for
microcirculatory disorders [22], in assessing the influence
of the body position on microcirculation parameters [23],
assessment of blood microcirculation changes after
COVID-19 [24] and under the microgravity conditions
during the Space flight [17, 25]. However, for their wider
introduction into clinical practice, additional research is
required, and first of all, it is necessary to substantiate
specialized medical and technical requirements of metro-
logical nature [26], taking into account the peculiarities
of design of these wearable multimodal devices.

As is known, human skin is an optically heteroge-
neous scattering medium [27], and the values of signals
recorded from it using optical noninvasive diagnostic
methods strongly depend on its optical properties. The
technical characteristics of the diagnostic device, such
as the size of the source and detector, the distance
between them, numerical aperture, and so on, also have
a significant influence on the recorded signal. In this
regard, an important task is the theoretical evaluation
of the influence of skin optical properties on the forma-
tion of the recorded signal. Thus, this work was aimed
at studying the features of optical radiation propagation
of LDF and FS channels of a wearable multimodal diag-
nostic device in biological tissues based on Monte Carlo
(MC) simulation method.

FIGURE 1 (A) Appearance of wearable devices implementing

LDF and FS diagnostic channels and (B) the back panel featuring

LDF (1) and FS (2) channels. LDF, laser Doppler flowmetry; FS,

fluorescence spectroscopy.
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2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | MC simulation

A model of optical radiation propagation in the skin has
been proposed to analyze sampling volume in the LDF
and FS channels of a wearable multimodal diagnostic
device. The skin is the largest organ of the human body
in terms of area and has a complex structure [28]. In this
paper, human skin model was represented as a three-
dimensional semi-infinite medium divided into several
layers with different optical properties.

In order to simulate the sampling volume, the geo-
metrical features of the emitting and recording parts of
the LDF and FS channels of a wearable multimodal
device (size and profile of the light source beam, size and
position of the light sources and detectors, and intercen-
ter distance between them) were taken into account. In
the wearable devices for which the simulations were per-
formed, the LDF channel is implemented using a VCSEL
emitting at a wavelength of 850 nm with a continuous
power of less than 1 mW (Philips, the Netherlands). The
FS channel is designed to use 365-nm light-emitting
diode as a source for fluorescence excitation with the
average output power of 0.35 mW. The geometric dimen-
sions and arrangement of the sources and detectors (the
distance between them—the so-called “measurement
base,” r [29]) of the optical emission of the LDF
(Figure 2A) and FS (Figure 2B) channels of the wearable
multimodal device are shown in Figure 2.

In this study, a stochastic MC method was used to sim-
ulate the propagation of optical radiation in biological tis-
sue. The MC method provides a flexible and accurate
solution to the problem of light transport in turbid media
with a complex structure, which has made it a popular tool

for simulating optical radiation propagation in biological
tissues. In the general MC simulation procedure, light
transport in tissues is simulated by tracking the random
steps that each photon packet takes as it travels in a tissue
model. An online object-oriented MC computational tool
has been used to simulate the sampling volume of the LDF
channel [30–32]. This approach allows to describe photons
and tissue structural components as objects that interact
with each other. Thus, a photon propagates through a
medium (or layer of a medium) and interacts with its com-
ponents, such as cells, blood vessels, collagen fibers, and so
on. This representation of the medium by objects allows
the development of realistic tissue models that represent
three-dimensional spatial variations in biological structure.
The simulation takes into account the detector depth sensi-
tivity (also known as diagnostic volume or sampling vol-
ume). This model does not take into account the Doppler
frequency shift nor secondary fluorescence emission. We
assume that the results obtained represent the maximum
depth value that can be reached by irradiation skin tissue
with wavelengths of 850 and 365 nm, thus allowing to
access the diagnostic volume for these technologies. The
sampling volume in this work was calculated until the
amount of detected photons reached the value of 106.

2.2 | Human skin model

A seven-layer skin tissue model was used to simulate the
sampling volume and the depth of penetration of the
probe radiation for the LDF channel, which was origi-
nally proposed in an earlier article [33]. This model takes
into account the absorption and scattering properties of
the tissues. The absorption coefficients μa of the skin
layers were calculated taking into account blood concen-
tration, oxygen saturation, water and fat content, hemat-
ocrit, and melanin fraction. The scattering coefficient μs
of a particular layer can be represented by a combination
of Mie/Rayleigh theories [34]. Values of scattering coeffi-
cients for different skin layers have been obtained from a
number of sources [27, 35–38]. The anisotropy coefficient
g was calculated by analogy with the absorption coeffi-
cient calculation. Skin and blood anisotropy coefficients
were used for the calculations [39, 40].

For the present study, the model was adapted to
account for the different blood flow and different mela-
nin content in the tissue. For the LDF channel analysis,
blood concentration values for each skin layer were var-
ied in 20% increments according to the following
formula:

CLDF
blood ¼Ci

blood �kLDF, ð1Þ

FIGURE 2 Geometric dimensions and arrangement of light

sources and photodetectors in the (A) LDF and (B) FS channels of

the wearable multimodal diagnostic device. LDF, laser Doppler

flowmetry; FS, fluorescence spectroscopy.
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where Ci
blood is the baseline blood volume fraction of each

particular skin layer and kLDF ¼ 0:2,0:4,…,2.
Next, to account for the influence of the melanin

content in the skin on the penetration depth of the
probing radiation, the sampling volume was estimated
with normal blood content kLDF ¼ 1 and the melanin
content of the epidermis varying between
CLDF
melanin ¼ 0:01,0:05,0:1,0:15,…,0:4 [41, 42].
Tables 1 and 2 show basic optical properties at the

wavelength of 850 nm of the seven-layer skin model
taken into account in this study, as well as the variations
in the absorption coefficient caused by different blood
and melanin content.

Finally, we evaluated the influence of the measure-
ment base (r) in the LDF channel on the penetration
depth of the probing radiation. It has been demonstrated
earlier that source-detector separation greatly affects
the sampling depth in optical diagnostic methods
(in particular, in diffuse reflectance spectroscopy)
[43, 44]. For the LDF channel, r varied in the range from
500 to 1200 μm with the increment of 100 μm. The influ-
ence of the blood volume fraction and melanin content

in the skin on the depth of signal propagation at different
r values was also analyzed.

For the FS channel, all the same operations were
done as for the LDF. However, due to the high-optical
radiation absorption by the skin at the used wavelength
(365 nm), a three-layer skin model was used to facilitate
the simulation, including the stratum corneum, epider-
mis, and the upper part of the dermis. Here, in order to
evaluate the effect of different blood volume on the pene-
tration depth of the probing radiation, the Formula (1)
was adapted as follows:

CFS
blood ¼Ci

blood �kFS, ð2Þ

where kFS ¼ 0:25,0:375,…,1.
The effect of melanin content was evaluated sepa-

rately, varying its content in the epidermis between 1%,
3%, 5%, and 10% (CFS

melanin ¼ 0:01,0:03,0:05,0:1) while the
blood concentration was lowest in this simulation
(kFS ¼ 0:25). Finally, the measurement base for the FS
channel varied in the range from 500 to 2000 μm with the

TABLE 1 Basic characteristics of

the skin model under the study for the

wavelength of 850 nm.

Layer Blood volume fraction, % μs, mm�1 g n d, μm

Stratum corneum 0 25.28 0.87 1.55 20

Living epidermis 0 17.62 1.43 80

Papillary dermis 5 10.89 1.38 100

Upper blood net dermis 20 80

Reticular dermis 4 1620

Deep blood net dermis 10 200

Subcutaneous tissue 7 9.85 1.44 5900

TABLE 2 Absorption coefficient at 850 nm for different variations in blood and melanin content.

Layer μa, mm�1

Blood content variation (kLDF)

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0

Stratum corneum 0.03

Living epidermis 0.14

Papillary dermis 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.08

Upper blood net dermis 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.20 0.22 0.24

Reticular dermis 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.09

Deep blood net dermis 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.14

Subcutaneous tissue 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.08 0.09 0.09 0.10

Melanin content variation (CLDF
melanin)

0.01 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40

Living epidermis 0.14 0.57 1.11 1.65 2.20 2.74 3.28 3.82 4.36
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TABLE 3 Basic characteristics of

the used skin model for the wavelength

365 nm.

Layer Blood volume fraction, % μs, mm�1 g n d, μm

Stratum corneum 0 77.48 0.73 1.55 20

Living epidermis 0 61.37 1.47 80

Dermis 6 43.76 1.40 1800

TABLE 4 Absorption coefficient at

365 nm for different variations in blood

and melanin content.

Layer μa, mm�1

Blood content variation (kFS)

0.25 0.375 0.50 0.625 0.75 0.875 1.0

Stratum corneum 0.36

Living epidermis 2.36

Dermis 0.42 0.57 0.72 0.87 1.02 1.17 1.32

Melanin content variation (CLDF
melanin)

0.01 0.03 0.05 0.10

Living epidermis 0.14 0.57 1.11 1.65

FIGURE 3 Sampling volume for the back-scattered diffuse reflectance probe, schematically presented in Figure 2: (A) for kLDF ¼ 0:2, (B)

for kLDF ¼ 1:0, (C) for kLDF ¼ 2:0, (D) for kFS ¼ 0:25, (E) kFS ¼ 0:625, and (F) kFS ¼ 1:0. (A–C) Simulation results for the LDF channel; (D–E)
simulation results for the FS channel. LDF, laser Doppler flowmetry; FS, fluorescence spectroscopy.
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increment of 100 μm. The main optical characteristics of
the studied skin model for 365 nm and the variation in
absorbance at this wavelength for different blood and
melanin content are shown in Tables 3 and 4.

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 demonstrates the results of a MC simulation of
the optical radiation propagation in the LDF (A–C) and
FS (D–F) channels of a wearable diagnostic device for the
human skin with different blood content. For the calcula-
tions shown in this figure, CLDF

melanin and CFS
melanin values

were assumed to be 0.01, the r value for the LDF channel
is 1200 μm, for the FS channel is 2000 μm. In order to
adequately assess from which skin layers the diagnosti-
cally valuable signal is coming, the depth of light pene-
tration was calculated at the level of 10�3 of the incident
light intensity [45]. This value was chosen because it rep-
resents the minimum sensitivity of most commercially
available photodetectors. In addition, the value of the vol-
ume of biological tissue subjected to diagnosis was

calculated. The volume was calculated from the regis-
tered optical scattering diagrams as the value of the vol-
ume of the ellipsoid described by the zero coordinate and
the line where signal attenuates by more than three
orders of magnitude.

Simulation results showed that in the current modifi-
cation of the wearable LDF device the probing radiation
penetrates to a depth of more than 2 mm, reaching deep
vascular plexuses. An increase in blood content in the
skin leads to a decrease in probing depth, so it can be
assumed that in more blood-filled areas of the skin, diag-
nostic information will come from shallower tissue
layers. Diagnostic volume of LDF channel in this case is
6–7 mm3.

A similar situation was observed for the FS channel
(Figure 3D,E), with a calculated penetration depth of
1 mm for probing radiation under normal conditions.
Diagnostic volume of FS channel in this case is
2–2.5 mm3. It should also be noted that in this simula-
tion, with kFS set to 1.2, such a source-detector configura-
tion did not allow successful sampling volume evaluation
due to a high light absorption. Under the specified

FIGURE 4 Sampling volume for the back-scattered diffuse reflectance probe, schematically presented in Figure 2: (A) for

CLDF
melanin ¼ 0:01, (B) CLDF

melanin ¼ 0:2, (C) CLDF
melanin ¼ 0:4, (D) CFS

melanin ¼ 0:01, (E) CFS
melanin ¼ 0:05, and (F) CFS

melanin ¼ 0:1. (A–C) Simulation results for

the LDF channel; (D–E) simulation results for the FS channel. LDF, laser Doppler flowmetry; FS, fluorescence spectroscopy.
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boundary conditions (kFS ¼ 1 and r¼ 2000 μm) more
than 4.5 billion photons had to be generated to register
only 106 of photons on the photodetector (see Supple-
mentary Figure 1). It can be assumed that by decreasing
the value of r it is possible to register a signal in tissues
with higher blood filling from greater depths.

Figure 4 shows the results of a MC simulation of the
optical radiation propagation in the LDF (A–C) and FS
(D–F) channels of a wearable diagnostic device for the
human skin with different melanin content. For the cal-
culations shown in this figure, kLDF and kFS values were
assumed to be equal to 1 and 0.25, respectively, the r
value for the LDF channel is 1200 μm and for the FS
channel is 2000 μm.

Figure 4 shows that with the given device design
parameters (r¼ 2000 μm), melanin content has no signif-
icant effect on the sampling volume both in the LDF and
FS channels, but the skin richer in melanin is character-
ized by less scattering of optical radiation in the subsur-
face layers. In the FS channel, for higher melanin

content in the epidermis, actually the main signal comes
only from the dermis layers, which is due to the absorp-
tion of UV radiation by melanin. Thus, it can be said that
with a high melanin content in the epidermis, there is
minimal diffuse light scattering due to high absorption.
For the values of CFS

melanin > 0:1, the simulation was not
performed due to the high absorption and the extensive
amount of time required to carry out such simulation (for
more information, see Supplementary Figure 2). Due to
the large source-receiver separation in this diagnostic
channel photons need to propagate over a long distance
before being absorbed, that makes MC simulation very
computationally extensive [46].

Our work further investigated how changing the mea-
surement base affects the value of the sampling volume
when probing biological tissue with 850 and 365 nm
light. For this purpose, the simulation varied the distance
between the light source and photodetector from 500 to
1200 μm with increments of 100 μm for the LDF channel.
Similar simulations have been done for the FS channel

FIGURE 5 Sampling volume for the back-scattered diffuse reflectance probes, schematically presented in Figure 2: (A) for r¼ 500, (B)

for r¼ 800, (C) for r¼ 1200 μm for the LDF channel, and (D) for r¼ 500, (E) for r¼ 1200, (F) for r¼ 2000 μm for the FS channel. (A–C)
Simulation results for the LDF channel; (D–E) simulation results for the FS channel. LDF, laser Doppler flowmetry; FS, fluorescence

spectroscopy.
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with a variation range of r between 500 and 2000 μm.
Figure 5 shows the light scattering pattern for the cases
where the distance between the light source and the pho-
todetector is 500 μm (A), 800 μm (B), and 1200 μm
(C) for LDF channel and 500, 1200, and 2000 μm for FS
channel.

Figure 5 shows that as the value of r increases, the
depth of the penetration of optical radiation into the skin
also increases, thus allowing information to be obtained
from deeper vascular plexuses. For the LDF channel at
r= 500 μm, the radiation penetration depth is the lowest
and reaches about 1.5mm, which corresponds to the
upper part of the reticular dermis, and the diagnostic vol-
ume is less than 1mm3. Increasing r up to 2000 μm
increases the value of diagnostic volume up to 6–7mm3.

For the FS channel at r= 500 μm, the radiation pene-
tration depth reaches about 0.5mm, and the diagnostic
volume reaches 2–3mm3. Increasing r up to 2000 μm

allows reaching the layer of deep blood net dermis and
increases the value of diagnostic volume up to 2–3mm3.

Furthermore, in view of the detected peculiarities of
optical radiation propagation in a medium with high
melanin content at large source-detector, we evaluated
the combined effect of changing r and kLDF and kFS
values as well as r and CLDF

melanin and CFS
melanin. Figure 6

shows the graphical dependence of the depth of skin
sensing with 850 nm light on the blood and melanin con-
tent in the tissue with different variations of the distance
r. In this and the following figures, the dots indicate the
data obtained, to which a linear fit has been applied
(semi-transparent lines of the same color in the back-
ground) to show the linear relationship.

Figure 6 shows that for all r values, even a slight
increase in skin blood flow leads to a decrease in sam-
pling volume. However, the most significant changes
occur at r equal to 1200 μm. A twofold decrease or

FIGURE 6 The dependence of light penetration depth in the

LDF channel on (A) the tissue blood volume fraction and (B) the

melanin content at different values of measurement base r. Values

are presented for 10�3 of the incident light intensity. LDF, laser

Doppler flowmetry.

FIGURE 7 The dependence of light penetration depth in the

FS channel on (A) the tissue blood volume fraction and (B) the

melanin content at different values of measurement base r. Values

are presented for 10�3 of the incident light intensity. FS,

fluorescence spectroscopy.
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increase in the blood filling of the tissue in this case leads
to a change in the depth of penetration of the probing
radiation within 10%–12%.

In this case, the melanin content has any significant
effect on the sampling volume only at r equal to 300 μm.
At large values of r, most of the radiation passes directly
through the epidermis into the deeper layers of the skin,
thus leveling the effect of melanin. A twofold increase in
CLDF
melanin at r equal to 300 μm leads to a decrease in sam-

pling volume by 4%.
Figure 7 shows similar dependencies for the FS chan-

nel. Figure 7 shows that for all r values, increase in skin
blood flow leads to a decrease in sampling volume. For
the case with r equal to 2000 μm, a twofold decrease or
increase in the blood filling of the tissue leads to a change
in the depth of penetration of the probing radiation
within 23%. The results for different variations of the
CFS
melanin value are similar to the previously obtained

results for the LDF channel. Only at the minimum
source-detector distance (r= 500 μm) do changes in mela-
nin lead to significant variations in the sampling volume.

It should also be noted that in the present work only
those cases where the radiation source and receiver are
located directly on the object under investigation have
been simulated. Positioning the source and receiver
above the skin outside direct skin contact will change the
area of irradiation and the numerical aperture, which
will consequently change both the light penetration
depth and the sampling volume.

Thus, the results obtained showed the optimality of
the used technical characteristics of wearable LDF
devices, since the use of 850 nm wavelength allows
receiving information from deeper vascular plexuses. In
addition, deeper tissue probing is facilitated by direct tis-
sue illumination without the use of optical fibers. This
allows one to provide a larger measurement base. The
obtained data confirm the dependence of the depth sensi-
tivity of the detector on the location of the radiation
source with respect to the photodetector (parameter r),
which has already been noted earlier in a number of
works by other authors [26, 31, 45].

Sampling volume simulation has already been per-
formed for various designs of LDF and FS devices. Previ-
ous studies have demonstrated probing depth values
in LDF channels with different wavelengths up to
0.5–0.8 mm and diagnostic volume values up to 2 mm3

[4, 47]. Changing the design of the device, and in particu-
lar increasing the measurement base leads to a significant
increase in both the depth of radiation propagation and
the diagnostic volume, allowing to probe up to 1.5 mm of
tissue or 8 mm3 of its volume [48].

This is the first time that such a procedure has been
applied to a wearable multimodal device that has

significant differences in its technical implementation.
The findings demonstrate the advantage of using wireless
wearable photonic devices that directly illuminate the
area under investigation without the use of optical fibers,
as this allows the measurement base to be increased,
resulting in a significant increase in the sampling vol-
ume. The data obtained should be taken into account
when analyzing the recorded diagnostic data, and espe-
cially when comparing them with the results obtained
with other technical implementations of optical diagnos-
tic channels.

4 | CONCLUSIONS

In the present work, the simulation of optical radiation
propagation in biological tissues for LDF and FS channels
of a wearable multimodal diagnostic device was carried
out. The sampling volume for the analyzed configuration
of the wearable LDF device was studied taking into
account different anatomical features of biological tissues
under study. It is shown that the depth of optical radiation
propagation is about 2.5 mm for the analyzed technical
parameters of the device (probing wavelength 850 nm,
measuring base 1200 μm, dimensions of the source and
the detector of optical radiation) and the value of the diag-
nostic volume is about 6–7mm3. The obtained values meet
the requirements for LDF devices as they enable examina-
tion of deep skin layers containing all segments of the
blood microcirculation system.

For the FS channel the depth of optical radiation
propagation reaches 1 mm for the analyzed technical
parameters of the device (probing wavelength 365 nm,
measuring base 2000 μm, dimensions of the source and
the detector of optical radiation) and the value of the
diagnostic volume is about 2–3 mm3. One of the direc-
tions for further development of this work may be to
improve the developed model, which would also allow
taking into account possible age-related changes in the
skin, which may influence greater or lesser depth of pen-
etration of probing radiation into biological tissue, since
it is known that skin thickness decreases linearly with
ageing [49]. Differences in skin thickness between men
and women are also noted [50], which should also be
taken into consideration when interpreting the
obtained data.

The results obtained can be used to justify specialized
medical and technical requirements for wearable multi-
modal devices implementing LDF and FS methods. This
approach will improve the reproducibility and reliability
of recorded data, which will ultimately lead to an
improvement in the quality of the diagnostic information
obtained.
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